Advanced “Dress-ups”

1. **Dual (two!) adverbs, verbs, or adjectives**
   
   *Examples*
   
   - The shepherd boy *fearfully* and *desperately* screamed to the villagers below.
   - All the animals *taunted* and *tormented* the panic-stricken hare.
   - “What magnificent feathers you have,” crooned the *clever* but *deceitful* fox.
   - The *antique, mahogany* pen was worth thousands of dollars.

2. **Noun clause** *(use “that” or omit the word and leave the clause)*
   
   *Examples*
   
   - The king of the beasts never imagined (that) a puny rodent could help him.
   - The vain crow believed (that) she was the most elegant of all birds.
   - Midas thought (that) nothing could be grander than the golden touch.

3. **Adverbial and adjectival “teeter-totters”**
   
   **Adverbial:** Dual adverbs before the verb with an adverbial clause following.
   
   *Examples*
   
   - The fox *secretly* and *cruelly* laughed as the foolish crow began to sing.
   - The lion *furiously* and *tenaciously* struggled while the net grew tighter and tighter.

   **Adjectival:** Dual adjectives before a noun with an adjective clause following.
   
   *Examples*
   
   - The hare scoffed at the *humble, lethargic* tortoise who had challenged him.

4. **Invisible “who-which” clause** *(Invisible Who / Which / Whom / Whose /That Clause)*
   
   To create an Invisible Who-Which clause, you simply write a regular Who-Which clause with a “to be verb” and leave out the who or which! 😊
   
   *Examples*
   
   - Jerry, who is my brother, has been accepted at UT. *Leave out “who is” and make “invisible” by typing:*
   - Jerry, my brother, has been accepted at UT.
   - Dwight D. Eisenhower, who was a general during World War II, came from humble beginnings. *Leave out “who was” and make “invisible” by typing:*
   - Dwight D. Eisenhower, a general during World War II, came from humble beginnings.
   - Ronald Reagan, who was the 40th President of the United States, improved the country with conservative principles. *Leave out “who was” and make “invisible” by typing:*
   - Ronald Reagan, the 40th President of the United States, improved the country with conservative principles.

*Indicator:* Highlight in **yellow** all of your dress-ups in each paragraph, including Advanced Dress-ups! 😊